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Introduction
The classical theorem of Fatou states that any positive harmonic function
on the unit disk possesses a non-tangential limit at almost all boundary points.
In 1959, Doob [13] showed that even the quotient of ^  two positive harmonic
functions on the half space possesses a non-tangential limit at μ^-almost all
boundary points, where μh is the representing measure of h in the Riesz-Her-
glotz Theorem. In the subsequent time there appeared many papers (the
most far reaching are cited in sect. 4) generalizing the above two results in
two directions
1. More general domains than balls and half spaces.
2. More general elliptic differential operators than the Laplace operator.
In this paper we prove a non-tangential limit theorem which is most general
in both directions. We work in the setting of Brelot harmonic spaces satis-
fying the uniform Harnack inequality. Best results can be obtained by com-
bining some "hard analysis" estimates with the abstract Fatou-Naϊm-Doob
Theorem about existence of fine limits. This was first done by Brelot, Doob
[8]. In their case the "hard analysis" estimates were comparatively simple
since the Green function of the half space is known explicitely. In the sub-
sequent development generalizations of two estimates of Carleson [10] and
Dahlberg [12], Lemma 1, were essential. Unfortunately Dahlberg's estimate
doesn't make sense in our setting and its proof is of limited generalisability
because it involves the very special behaviour of the Green function near its
singularity and also specific properties of Lebesgue measure. In our previous
paper [35] we have proved a different estimate which can be used to prove our
non-tangential limit theorem by modifying the Brelot-Doob approach.
The plan of our paper is as follows. In sect. 1 we recall some basic no-
tions and present some general examples of domains. In sect. 2 Poisson ker-
nels and fine limit theory are recalled. In sect. 3 the non-tangential limit
theorem is stated and proved. In sect. 4 many examples from the theory of
partial differential equations including non-elliptic operators are presented.
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1. NTA-domains
Throughout the whole paper (X, M) will be a Brelot harmonic space (cf.
Constantinescu, Cornea [11]) and for any U C.X open M(U) (resp. <S(U)) will
be the set of harmonic (resp. superharmonic) functions on U. The subset
of non-negative elements in M(U) (resp. £(£/)) will be denoted by M+(U)
(resp. <S+(U)). For an arbitrary set AdX, A denotes its closure and QA its
boundary. The harmonic measure of a resolutive open set U dX and a point
U will be denoted by μυ
x
, i.e.
is the Perron-Wiener-Brelot solution of the Dirichlet-problem for any resolu-
tive function /on 9 U.
An open set UdX will be called admissible if U is resolutive, relatively
compact and if there exist V ID U open and h^^M+(V) with
0<inf h0(y) <suρ h0(y)< °o
Remark 1.1 below will show why we have introduced this new notion.
In order to state non-tangential limit theorems we need some geometry
on X: (Y, d) will always be a metric space such that X is an open subspace
of Y and the potential theory on X is linked with the metric d by the uniform
Harnack inequality, i.e. there exists C#>0, Rff>0 such that for any
with B(x, 2r)dX we have
(x, 2r)), yl9 y2^B(x, r)) ,
where
B(x, r): = {y<= Y: d(x, y)<r}, B(x, r): = {ytΞ Y: d(x, y)<r} .
We assume also that B(x9 r) is resolutive for any x&X, 0<r<Rff with B(x, r)
dX and in order to simplify notation we write μr
x
 instead of μ%(x'r\
Let us now specify the class of domains U dX with which we will deal.
A finite sequence (#, )o^ί£» is called a Harnack chain of length n in an open set
Z/C-Γif
d(zh y\C7), d(*,-
ZΛ
where
d(z, A): = inf {d(z, y):
The name "Harnack" is justified by
(*O) (UcX,
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An open set U C Y is said to satisfy the Harnack chain condition if for any
y\<> JV2e
ι
, Y\U),d(y
Ά
 Y\U))
there exists a Harnack chain (#,-)0< «^ with
*ΰ = yι> *n = y2> n<C
v
k
and 0<R
σ
<Rff will always be constants depending only on U. We
say that U satisfies the interior corkscrew condition if for any xGΞdU, Q<.r<Ru
there exists y& U with
d(x>y)<r,d(yy Y\U)>CJr .
Finally U is said to satisfy the complement condition if for any x^dU, 0<r<
ί
R
u
there exists Cϋλr<Lr'<r with B(x, r')dX and
Any admissible domain U dX satisfying the above three conditions will
be called an NTA-domain. By [11], p. 118 and the complement condition
any NTA-domain is regular.
REMARK 1.1. Let U be an NTA-domain and Fz)t7 open h^M+(V)
with 0<inf A0(y)<sup h0(y)<<χ>. Setting
X: = Vy M(G): = {u/h0: ιιe«Λ(G)}, GcJ?open
then U is an NTA-domain in the harmonic space (J?, M) where CUy CH may be
larger and R
v
 smaller. In addition the function 1 is ^-harmonic on J?. Hence
if y=J?" then we would be exactly in the realm of our previous paper [35].
But as already remarked in [35], p. 420 all the results of [35] hold in the present
slightly more general context without any change of proof.
The complement condition involves harmonic measure of balls. Hence
our definition of NTA-domain is not purely geometric. Now the subsequent
proposition shows that under a mild condition on the harmonic space we may
replace the complement condition by the exterior corkscrew condition, i.e. for
any x^QU, 0<r<R
σ
 we have B(x, r)dX and there exists y^X\U with
d(x, y) <r, d(yy 0) >Cΰlr. An admissible domain U C X satisfying the Harnack
chain, the interior and the exterior corkscrew condition is called a geometric
NTA-domain. If X= Y=Rn and if d is the Euclidean metric then this class
coincides with that introduced by Jones [23] and Jerison, Kenig [22].
Proposition 1.2. Assume that
(HB) for any /3>0 there exist a constant C
β
>0 such that
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μl(B(x, βr))^C
β
 (aeθfi(*, r), x£ΞX, 0<r<RH, B(xy r)C-X)
Then the exterior corkscrew condition implies the complement condition. In par-
ticular any geometric NTA-domain is an NTA-domain.
Proof. Let x^QU and 0<r<R
v
. By the exterior corkscrew condition
there exists x^X\0 with
r'r = d(x,y)<r,
and therefore, applying (HB) with β: = Cΰ1
Replacing C
σ
 by C
z
/;=:max(C£7, Cβ1) the complement condition follows.
We now give concrete examples for NTA-domains in the case when ( Y, d)
is Euclidean space. A relatively compact domain UdR" is called a Lipschitz
domain if for any x^QU there exist a C^diffeomorphism F: = (fl9 •••,/») from
an open neighbourhood W of x into Rn and a Lipschitz continuous function
φ: Λ
n
"
1
->Λ such that
WΓ\U={ytΞW:f
n
(y)>φ(fl(y\ ->/.
If φ is continuous and satisfies
2\h\
instead of Lipschitz continuity then U is called a Zygmund domain [22]. Note
that this class is considerably more general than Lipschitz domain since there
exist nowhere differ entiable functions satisfying (*) and since any Lipschitz
continuous function is almost everywhere differentiable. We now have
MAIN EXAMPLE 1.3 (Jerison-Kenig [22], p. 94). If (Y, d) is a Euclidean
space then any Zygmund domain UdOdX is a geometric NTA-domain.
Some more examples are given in [22], sect. 2.
2. Poisson kernels and minimal thinness
Let UdX be a relatively compact, resolutive domain. A continuous
function/): UxQU-*R+ is called a Poisson kernel of U if
( i ) y-+p(y, x) is harmonic on U.
(ii) for any h^M+(U) there exists a unique representing measure μh on QU
with
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(iii) limp(y, x0)—0 (xQy
Combining [35], Theorem 3.3 with Remark 1.1 we get
Theorem 2.1. If U is an NTA-domain and F0e U then there exists a Pots-
son kernel which satisfies also
(iv) μy(A)=^p(y, x)μ¥0(dx) (y^U.AddU measurable)
(v) p(yQ,x)=l
Let now U be a relatively compact, resolutive domain which possesses a
Poisson kernel p. We write p
x
(y).=p(y, x) It follows from (ii) that {λp
x
:
λ>0, xGΞdU} coincides with the set of minimal harmonic functions on U
(AΦO, h^<4ί+(U) is minimally harmonic if u<h implies u=ah, a^R+ for any
A subset Ad U is said to be (minimally) thin at x if Rp
x
^p
x
 where
is just the usual reduite of a function s^<S+(U). Because of the pieceding
remark this notion does not depend on the special Poisson kernel. For any
g: U-*R and x^QU we define
/— lim sup#(y) = inf {sup^(y): AdU, U\A thin at x}
y->* y^A
If we have even
/—lim sup g(y) =/— lim inf^(jy): = —lim sup— g(y)
then we say that g has a fine limit at x. We now have
Theorem 2.2 (Naϊm-Doob). Let u, h^<4ί+(U)> Λ>0 with representing
measures μ
u
, μh be given. Then for μh-almost all xGdU tie have
^ h(y) dμh
where the function on the right side is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the ab-
solutely continuous part of μ
u
 with respect to μh.
A simple proof of Theorem 2.2 is given in Bliedtner, Loeb [5].
3. The main result
In this section U will be an NTA-domain and p will be a Poisson kernel
off/.
A subset Ad U is said to be non-tangential at x&QU if x&A and if there
exists α>0 such that
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d(y, x\U)^ad(y, x) (y^A) .
By the interior corkscrew condition,
NT(x, a): = {ye U: d(y, X\U)>ad(x, y)}
is non-tangential at x and conversely any set A which is non-tangential at x is
contained in NT(x, a) if a is sufficiently small. We say that g: U-+R converges
non-tangentially at x^QU to a^R if
for any set A C U which is non-tangential at x and we write
NT— limg(y) = a
Theorem 3.1. Let u, h^M+(U)y h>o and let μu, μh be the corresponding
representing measures. Then for μh-almost all x^QU zΰe have
^ h(y) dμh
where the function on the right side is as in Theorem 2.2.
Corollary 3.2. For any harmonic function w>0, yQ& U
NT-limu(y)
y-+*
exists for μυy ^ -almost all x^QU.
Proof of the Corollary. Let p be the Poisson kernel of Theorem 2.1 and
Then μ%Q is the representing measure of h. The assertion follows now from
Theorem 3.1 and (U is regular!)
For the proof of the theorem we need two fundamental estimates. An esti-
mate of the first kind appears in every modern paper dealing with our problem
and goes back to Carleson [10]. The second seems to be quite obvious from
the Markov process point of view but its proof is extremely delicate. Recalling
Remark 1.1 both estimates follow from [35], Corollary 1.3 and [35], Theorem
2.1.
Lemma 3.3. (a) For any 0<α<l there exists a constant C
Λ
 depending
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only on U, CH and a such that for any xQ^QU, 0<r<Rff and u^M+(U) with
lim u(y) = 0 (X^QU\B( *0, -1 r V)y->* \ \ 2 //
we have
(J>e U\B(x» r), y0(ΞNT(x0ί a, r): = NT(x0, a) Π 9B(x0, r)) .
(b) //OK? <fercote U(x, r): = U\B(x, r) (x^QU, r>0) then there exists €
σ
>0,
0<7^<! depending only on U and CHsuch that for any x&QU, je U there exists
R(x, y)>0 withy<= U(x, R(x, y)) and
j
uy r)) (0<r<R(x9 y)) .
Lemma 3.4. Let x e e 3 U and r
n
 > r
n+1 > 0, n e N, lim rΛ = 0. Then the set
nς=N
A: =\JNNT(x, Ύu, r.)
is not minimally thin at x.
Proof. Denote A. :=B(x, r.) Π A and T(x, a, r) :=(U\NT(x, a)) Π dB(x, r).
Then any s^>S+(U) vriuipx<s on An satisfies
lim inf <*) >p,(x') (x' (=NT(x, γ
ut r.))
Z->Λ'
and therefore
( 1 ) 5 ίΛ*'Kc Γ W)£*00 (J'e [/(^ o, r.)) .
On the other hand, using property (iii) of the Poisscn kernel and Lemma 3.3,
we have
P*(y)=\PΛχΊtfl'"")(dχΊ= J +
Γ Γ
<(eulc^ )+j j
if r
n
<R(x, y). Together with (1) this entails
(r
n
<R(x, y))
Taking the infimum over all such s we get
(r
Λ
>R(χ,y))
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But now p
x
<CRp
x
 shows that A is not minimally thin at x. Otherwise
p
x
<CR$
x
 would be a potential (cf. [16], p. 313)
Proposition 3.5. For any u, h^M+(U), A>0, 0<a<l and x^QU with
x, a) we have
limsup
where B
Λ
 depends only on a, U and CH.
Proof. By the Harnack chain condition there exists B
Λ
 depending only
on α, CUy Cff such that
( 1 ) sup {|pl: y<=NT(x, a, r)}<^B
Λ
 inf ί^: y<=NT(x,
 Ύu> r) }
(x<=9U, r>0)
Assume now that there exist xGdU, £>0 and a sequence (y
n
) in NT(x, a) with
limy. - *, l^>(l+£)B
β
δ, b: =/-limsup|ί4<oo
h(y
n
)
Then, by (1), we have
*, 7V> r.), r.: = d(x, y,))h(y)
and therefore, by the definition of /-lim sup,
U AT(*, 7ff, r,)
»ejV
must be minimally thin at x contradicting Lemma 3.4.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let h^M+(U), h>0 with representing measure μh.
Let AddU be a measurable set. By Theorem 2.2 there exists a μ
Λ
-null set
/-lim sup = 0 (xtΞQU\(A\JtfA))y+* h(y)
/-lim sup = 0 (xtΞA\NA)y+* h(y)
where
*X^) = jί(y» *)/**(«**)> Ai(y) = J Λy, *)/**
.1
By Proposition 3.5 we have
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lim sup *
 =
 o (xeU\(Al}NA), 0<α<l, x^NT(x, a))
=3y+χ h(y)
lim sup = 0 (x^A\NA>, 0<α<l, x<=ΞNT(x, a))h(y)
Since also hA+h'A=h we obtain
lim = i (
Λ
) (xt=dU\NAy 0<α<l, χζ=NT(x, a))
Then for any measurable step function / on Θ U there exists a μ
Λ
-null set Nf
such that
h(y)
where
Let now/eL^μ), />0 be arbitrary. Then there exist measurable step func-
tions /
n
f / .
We set
Mi = UΛT,., Λί
Λ
.
e
: = {*eθE7: /-lineup
By Theorem 2.2.
and therefore
( 2 )
By (1) and Proposition 3.5 we have for any 0<α<l, x^dU\(M UM
Λtβ),
x<ΞNT(x, a)
and therefore
lim sup
for any 0<α<l, Λ;e3ϊ7\(ΛίUΛΪ), x<=NT(x, a).
Since, by (1), obviously also
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i r h f\ V)lim mi y v > 7 /
h(y)
for any 0<α<l, x&dU\M, x^NT(x, a) we get
(3) NT-lim=f(x) (*e=8E7W»
where Nf:=M DM" is a μA-null set, by (2).
Let now u^M+(U) be arbitrary. Setting f:=-^ we have the decompo-
sition
u —
where the representing measure μ
v
 is singular with respect to μh. Hence by
Theorem 2.2
/-lim sup 1^ 2.
 =
 0 μA-a.e.y+* h(y)
and by Proposition 3.5 also
Together with (3) the assertion follows.
4. Examples
In the sequel C2(U) (resp. C(U)) will be the space of twice continuously
differentiable (resp. continuous) functions on an open set U C.R*.
4.1. Let ( Y, d) be an 7z-dimensional Euclidean space and
» fl2 n o
L: = Σ %
be a differential operator on an open set X C Y such that
(i) the functions aijy biy c are bounded and Holder-continuous on X and £<0
(ϋ) CzMfl^ΣβiX*)^ (ξ^Rn,χeX)
ι,y=ι
where CL is a constant independent of # and \ξ\ is the Euclidean norm of ξ.
Then the sheaf
Λ(U): = {h^C2(Uγ Lh =-0}
forms a Brelot harmonic space. By Serrin [31], Theorem 4 the uniform Har-
nack inequality holds. Moreover an inspection of the proof of this theorem
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shows that for any x^X, Q<r<RH, B(x, r)C.X the harmonic measure μrx
satisfies
(iii) C ~lσr
x
(A) < μr
x
(A) < Cσr
x
(Λ) (A C QB(x, r) measurable)
where σr
x
 is the normalized surface measure on QB(x, r) and C is a constant
independent of x, r.
Clearly (iii) implies condition (HE) and therefore any geometric NTA-
domain is an AΓT^ί-domain. In particular, the non-tangential limit theorem
holds for Zygmund and Lipschitz domains. In the case L=Δ and U a Lip-
schitz domain Corollary 3.2 (resp. Theorem 3.1) was shown by Hunt, Wheeden
[20] (resp. [21]). A "soft analysis" proof of Corollary 3.2 when L=Δ and
U Lipschitz was given in Wittmann [34]. For L as above and U Lipschitz
their results were shown by Ancona [2]. For L— Δ and U a geometric NT A-
domain Corollary 3.2 was shown by Jerison, Kenig [22]. Their method works
also for general L but it requires a difficult geometric localization lemma of
P.W. Jones [24]. Finally Taylor [32] proved Theorem 3.1 for L=Δ and U
a geometric ΛΓTM-domain based on [22],
The assumption £<0 can be dropped by using arguments similar to Re-
mark 1.1.
For the next two examples we need Sobolev spaces. For Uc:Rn open C%(U)
will be the space of all infinitely differentiable functions on U with compact
carrier. We denote by W2>p(Rn) (resp. Wl *(R*)) the completion in Lp of
C%(Rn) with respect to the norm
/ f / "
-( (lUMI +S 1/p
Finally for any open U let W{όc(U) (ί=l, 2) be the space of all functions /
on U such that for any relatively compact VdVdU there exists g&Wl p(R*)
with/|7=f |v a.e..
o / f\2 \
Of course - (resp. - ) extend continuously to continuous operators from
dxi \ dxidxj/
4.2. Let (Y", d) be Euclidean space and (fl,
 f f )i£f ,/£n be a symmetric matrix of
bounded measurable functions on an open set Xd Y satisfying 4.1 (ii).
For any open set UdX let M(U) be the space of all continuous functions
S, J
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Then the sheaf M(U) forms a Brelot harmonic space (cf. R.M. Hervό [19])
which satisfies the uniform Harnack inequality (cf. Moser [29]). Applying
[9], Lemma 2.1 to balls and using the uniform Harnack inequality we see that
condition (HE) also holds though 4.1 (iii) fails in general. For Lipschitz do-
mains U and the above class of operators Corollary 3.2 was shown by Cafarelli,
Fabes, Mortola, Salsa [9]. By using the method of Gruter, Widman [17]
one can drop the symmetry assumption on (#,-,/).
4.3. Let ( Y", d) be Euclidean space and
be a differential operator on an open set XCL Y such that 4.1 (ii) and
(i) the functions (afj) are bounded and uniformly continuous. b{ and c are
bounded measurable and £<0.
Let M(U) be the space of all continuous functions / on U with/eW^C/)
(l<p< oo ) and Lf=0. Then (X, M) is a harmonic space (this follows from
the L^-Schauder estimates in [1]). The uniform Harnack inequality was
proved by Krylov, Safanov [26] and Trudinger [33], but also the ingenious
method of Landis [27] can be adapted to the present case. Condition (HE)
follows from Miller's [28] uniform barrier if c== 0. In the general case (HE)
may be proved by elementary comparison arguments.
Unlike 4.1 and 4.2 the Green function may behave very badly in the pre-
sent case and Ancona's method [2] has to be modified strongly. This was
done by Bauman [4]. But non-tangential limit theorems are only stated and
not proved in this paper.
If Y is two dimensional then it is enough to assume that the aitj are only
measurable instead of being uniformly continuous.
4.4. Let (Y, d\ X and L be as in 4.1. But now M(U) will be the space of
all continuous function h such that
J h(x)Lφ(x)dx = 0
Then (X, Sΐ) is an harmonic space adjoint to the harmonic space of 4.1 in the
sense of R.M. Hervό [18], p. 537. By Ancona [3], Proposition 10 the uniform
Harnack inequality and condition (HE) hold.
4.5. (generalized Schrϋdinger equation). Let (Y, d) be n-dimensional Eucli-
dean space X=Y with /z>3. We denote by G(x, y) the fundamental solution
of Δ on y, i.e.
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Let μ be a signed Radon measures on R* with total variation |μ| such that
lim sup I G(y, z)\μ\ (dz) = 0
f->0 x
 ty^Σ J
-BC*,O
For any V ' C.X open let M(U) be the space of all continuous functions
h on U satisfying
= 0
Then, by Boukricha, Hansen, Hueber [7], (X, H) is a Brelot harmonic space
and by [7], Theorem 7.7 the uniform Harnack inequality as well as condition
4.1 (iii) are satisfied. Hence the same results as in 4.1 hold. The above re-
sults hold also for n=2 if some standard changes are made.
4.6. Let H
n
:={(x, y, t): x&Rnyy&Rn, t&R} be the Heisenberg group with
multiplication
(#, y, t) (#', /, t'): = (*+*', y+y', t+t'+2 Σ Xiyϊ+xt
ί = l
and (δ
r
)
r>0 be the group automorphisms defined by
8
r
(xyy,t): = (rx,ryyr2ΐ)
The left translation invariant metric
d((X, y, t), (X', y', t')): = p((X, y, t)-\*', y', t')) ,
is naturally associated with the left translation invariant differential operator
by its fundamental solution (cf. Folland [15]). It is well known that L is hypo-
elliptic. Moreover, by the work of Bony [6], p. 302
M(U): = {AeC2(C7): Lu = 0} (UdX: = Y. = H
n
 open)
is a Brelot harmonic space.
Since
(i) d(8,(x, y, 0, δ
r
(*', y', t')) = rd((x, y, t)9 (*', y', t'))
and
the uniform Harnack inequality holds. Condition (HB) may also be shown
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by an elementary comparison argument involving the known fundamental
solution [15] (cf. Wittmann [36] for more details). It is an interesting open
question whether the unit ball (with respect to the above metric) is an NTA-
domain. On the other hand there exist other left invariant metrics on Hn
satisfying 4.6 (i) and having balls for which the NTA conditions are easy to
verify (cf. the "infinitesimal" metric in Koranyi [25], sect. 4). Although the
Green function is very nice in the present case the method of Jerison, Kenig
[22] seems to be hardly applicable here because a proof of Jones localization
which is already quite difficult for Rn looks hopeless for the above metric space.
4.7. Let L be a degenerate elliptic differential operator on a compact mani-
fold X= Y as in Sanchez-Calle [30]. Let further d be the metric on Y natural-
ly associated with L (cf. [30], p. 150 and also Fefferman, Phong [14]). Then
it will be shown in Wittmann [36] that the uniform Harnack inequality as well
as condition (HE) hold for the harmonic space defined by
M(U): = {h^C\U): Lu = 0}
(cf. Bony [6], p. 302).
A non-elliptic generalization of example 4.2 containing the uniform Harnack
inequality of 4.7 as a very special case is given in Franchi-Laconelli [37],
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